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Abstract: The roles of hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, sequence, gas-phase basicity, and
molecular geometry in determining the structures of protonated and alkali metal-cationized glycyl-L-arginine
(GlyArg) and L-arginylglycine (ArgGly) were investigated using infrared multiple photon dissociation
spectroscopy in the spectral range 900-1800 cm-1 and theory. The IRMPD spectra clearly indicate that
GlyArg•M+, M ) Li, Na, and Cs, form similar salt-bridge (SB) structures that do not depend significantly on
metal ion size. In striking contrast, ArgGly•Li+ exists in a charge-solvated (CS) form, whereas ArgGly•M+,
M ) K and Cs, form SB structures. SB and CS structures are similarly populated for ArgGly•Na+. Computed
energies of low-energy structures are consistent with these results deduced from the experimental spectra.
By comparison to Arg•M+, GlyArg•M+ and ArgGly•M+ have a greater and lesser propensity, respectively,
to form SB structures. The greater propensity for GlyArg to adopt SB structures in complexes with smaller
metal cations than for ArgGly is due to the ability of alkali metal-cationized GlyArg to adopt a nearly linear
arrangement of formal charge sites, a structure unfavorable for ArgGly complexes due to geometric
constraints induced by its different amino acid sequence. The amide carbonyl oxygen solvates charge in
both the SB and CS form of both dipeptides. ArgGly is calculated to be slightly more basic than GlyArg,
indicating that differences in intrinsic basicity do not play a role in the relative SB stabilization of these
ions. Loss of a neutral water molecule from complexes in which SB structures are most stable indicates
that CS structures are intermediates in the dissociation pathway, but these intermediates do not contribute
to the measured IRMPD spectra.

Introduction

Electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding are important
in molecular structure and reactivity. Ionic interactions, whether
from charged functional groups, metal ions, or counterions, can
either stabilize or destabilize protein conformations and play a
major role in protein-substrate1 and protein-protein2 interac-
tions. Metal ion specific noncovalent interactions have been
implicated in the selectivity of ion channels,3 and metal ions
are required for the activity of many proteins.4 Solvent can
significantly influence electrostatic interactions as well as
intramolecular hydrogen bonding.5 Information about the in-
trinsic effects of hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions
on biomolecule structure can be obtained from gas-phase
experiments, and, in principle, the role solvent plays in hydrogen
bonding and electrostatic interactions can be inferred from these
studies.

Structures of protonated and cationized amino acids have been
extensively investigated using a variety of gas-phase methods,6-50

and these studies provide excellent comparisons to those done
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in the condensed phase. For example, the nonzwitterionic forms
of the 20 common R-amino acids are more stable in the gas
phase than their zwitterionic forms. However, gas-phase com-
plexes of amino acids with metal cations can exist in either
charge-solvated (CS) forms, where the metal is chelated by
formally neutral heteroatoms, or salt-bridge (SB) forms in which
the metal ion is coordinated to the zwitterionic form of the amino
acid. For cationized aliphatic amino acids, the CS form is more
stable, but the stability of the SB form increases with increasing
proton affinity.6,7 In contrast, this relationship is much less direct
for amino acids with sidechains containing heteroatoms.16-23

Arginine, the most basic of the common R-amino acids, is
particularly interesting because the stabilities of the SB and CS

forms are similar, and which form is lower in energy depends
on cation size.21,22,33-35 The CS form is more stable when
lithiated, but the SB form is more stable for potassium and larger
cations. For sodium, the SB form is more stable, but a small
fraction of CS population is also observed,21,22 indicating that
these two forms of the complex are very similar in energy.

Infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy
has emerged as a powerful method that can provide detailed
information about structures of gas-phase ions. Radiation from
either free electron lasers or from tabletop OPO/OPA lasers has
been used to investigate the structures of many cationized amino
acids in the spectral range from 500-200010-21 and 2500-4000
cm-1,22-25 respectively. From these studies, it was found that
the SB form of sodiated proline is more stable than the CS
form,12 but CS forms of alkali metal-cationized glycine,12

tryptophan,13 phenylalanine,14,24 lysine,16 glutamic and aspartic
acid,17 glutamine,18 serine,19 and threonine20 are more stable.
Evidence for a minor population of SB structures for cesiated
serine has been reported.19 Results from these studies indicate
that for metal-cationized amino acids with heteroatom-containing
sidechains, solvation of the charge by several polar functional
groups in the CS form can effectively compete with the strong
dipole stabilization possible in the SB form. Hydrogen bonding
can contribute to the stability of either form.

In contrast to studies of individual amino acids, very few
IRMPD studies have been conducted on metal-cationized
peptides,14,51 for which effects of charge solvation by the peptide
backbone, sequence, or conformational effects may be signifi-
cant. IRMPD studies of potassiated AlaPhe and PheAla show
that these ions exist in a CS form where the amide carbonyl
oxygen atom coordinates to the metal cation, and both the
carboxylic acid carbonyl oxygen and the N-terminal nitrogen
compete to solvate the charge.51 As observed for potassiated
phenylalanine,14 the aromatic ring participates in solvating the
metal cation in these two dipeptides. The IRMPD spectrum of
potassiated Leu-enkephalin (Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu), a pentapep-
tide with no basic residues, indicates that it forms a CS complex
in which the charge is solvated primarily by amide carbonyl
oxygen atoms.14 The phenylalanine side chain does not interact
with the charge due to steric hindrance. By comparison,
potassiated bradykinin fragment 1-5 (Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe)
exists as a SB complex in which the charge is solvated primarily
by the amide carbonyl oxygen atoms, and the protonated side
chain of the N-terminal arginine residue interacts with the
C-terminal carboxylate group.14 These and other studies,9,52-67

including IRMPD of protonated peptides,56-61 clearly show that
charge solvation by amide groups, as well as the identity and
location along the peptide backbone of constituent amino acid
residues, are important factors in the structures of cationized
peptides.

Because the CS and SB forms of metal-cationized arginine
are close in energy, and the lowest-energy form depends on
metal ion size, arginine-containing dipeptides are particularly
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interesting to investigate to determine how sequence and higher-
order structure influence the relative importance of electrostatic
interactions and hydrogen bonding. Attachment of just a single
water molecule to lithiated arginine, which has a CS structure,21,22

can result in the SB form being more stable,23 illustrating the
delicate balance between the stabilities of these two forms of
arginine. Here, results both from IRMPD spectroscopy over the
spectral range 900-1800 cm-1 and from computational chem-
istry of neutral, protonated, and alkali metal-cationized ArgGly
and GlyArg are presented. These results show that the order of
the two amino acids in these dipeptides has a significant
influence on whether the CS or SB form of the cationized
species is most stable and demonstrate that molecular geometry
plays a critical role in stabilizing SB structures.

Experimental Section

IRMPD Spectroscopy. IRMPD spectra were obtained using a
4.7 T Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer
coupled with a free electron laser (FELIX), which generates tunable
IR radiation. A detailed description of the instrument68 and
experimental methods15 can be found elsewhere. 60/40 water/
methanol solutions containing GlyArg or ArgGly (Bachem Distri-
bution Services, GmbH, Weil am Rhein, Germany; ArgGly obtained
as a hydrochloride salt) were prepared at a concentration of 2 mM.
Acetic acid was added (2.5 mM) to generate the protonated
dipeptides, and metal hydroxide (for lithium, sodium, and potas-
sium) or chloride (for cesium) was added (2-4 mM) to generate
the corresponding metal-cationized dipeptides. Ions were introduced
into the mass spectrometer using electrospray at an infusion rate
of 10-15 µL/min. Stored waveform inverse Fourier transforms were
used to isolate precursor ions, which were then irradiated for 2-4
s with tunable radiation from FELIX. The same irradiation time
was used for each precursor complex, and the irradiation times were
optimized to produce extensive but not complete fragmentation of
the precursor at the frequency of maximum absorption. For
ArgGly•Cs+, the region ∼1450-1800 cm-1 was rescanned with
the laser attenuated by 3 dB to reduce peak broadening in this region
due to saturation effects.

Computations. Low-energy structures for isolated and M+-
complexed GlyArg and ArgGly were generated with Monte Carlo
conformational searching using the MMFFs force field as imple-
mented in Macromodel 9.1 (Schrödinger, Inc., Portland, OR). To
ensure that many possible combinations of arginine side chain,
amide bond, and carboxylic acid conformations were sampled,

separate Monte Carlo searches beginning with different combina-
tions of these conformations were performed, resulting in at least
40 000 structures for charge-solvated (CS) and salt bridge (SB)
forms of each of the neutral, protonated, lithiated, and potassiated
dipeptides. The resulting low-energy structures were separated into
families based on similarities in metal ion binding motif and
dipeptide conformation. The geometries of representative structures
from each of these families were optimized at the B3LYP/LACVP*
level of theory (Schrödinger, Inc., Portland, OR). LACVP* is
identical to the 6-31G* basis set for all elements used in these
computations except cesium, for which an effective core potential
is used. Sodium and cesium cations were substituted into the
representative lithiated and potassiated starting structures, respec-
tively, and geometries of the resulting sodiated and cesiated starting
structures were optimized using B3LYP/LACVP*.

All B3LYP/LACVP* optimized structures were then optimized
further in Q-Chem V. 3.069 using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) for all
elements except cesium, for which the CRENBL effective core
potential and basis set were used. To determine the gas-phase proton
affinities and basicities of the dipeptides, single-point energies were
obtained using the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) optimized structures and
B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) and RI-LMP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)/aug-
cc-PVTZ. RI-LMP2, or local Møller-Plesset second-order pertur-
bation theory using the “resolution of the identity” approximation,
which has been found to give electronic energies for peptides
typically within 2 kJ/mol of full MP2.70 Vibrational frequencies
and intensities were calculated using the double harmonic ap-
proximation and the analytical (for neutral, protonated, lithiated,
sodiated, and potassiated species) or numerical Hessian (for cesiated
species) of the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)/CRENBL optimized structures.

Temperature and entropy corrections to the electronic energies
of the complexes were determined using the unscaled B3LYP/6-
31+G(d,p)/CRENBL vibrational frequencies. These frequencies are
scaled by 0.975 in the calculated spectra. This scaling factor has
been found previously to give good agreement with experimental
data for this and similar levels of theory.10,16-20,51 Peak shapes
are approximated in calculated spectra by convolution with a 30
cm-1 fwhm Lorentzian distribution.

Absolute gas-phase proton affinities (PA298 ) -∆H for proton-
ation) and basicities at 298 K (GB298 ) -∆G for protonation)71

were calculated for the lowest-energy B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) structure
of GlyArg and all three lowest-energy structures of ArgGly. These
values were obtained at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p), B3LYP/6-
311++G(2d,2p)//6-31+G(d,p), and RI-LMP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)/
aug-cc-PVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) levels of theory. The zero point
energies, enthalpy, and temperature corrections used for these values
were obtained using unscaled B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) calculated
frequencies.

Results and Discussion

IRMPD Spectra. IRMPD spectra were obtained for
ArgGly•M+ (M ) H, Li, Na, K, and Cs) and GlyArg•M+ (M
) H, Li, Na, and Cs) over the range ∼900-1800 cm-1. An
IRMPD yield was determined from the precursor (Ip) intensity
and the sum of the fragment ion intensities (If) after laser
irradiation at each frequency;

IRMPD yield) (∑ If) ⁄ (Ip +∑ If)
and this was normalized linearly with laser power to roughly
account for the change in laser power as a function of photon
energy.15 The resulting IRMPD spectra are shown in Figure 1,
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and major fragment ions (>15% of the fragment ion population)
are listed in Table 1.

The IRMPD spectrum of GlyArg•H+ is very similar to the
previously reported spectrum of Arg•H+.21 Specifically, bands
similar in position and relative intensity to those assigned for
Arg•H+ to a free endo hydroxyl in-plane bend, overlapping NH
bends, and a carboxylic acid carbonyl are present in the
experimental spectrum of GlyArg•H+ at 1100-1150 cm-1,

1600-1700 cm-1, and 1750-1780 cm-1, respectively. Two
additional bands, a weak, broad feature from 1300-1400 cm-1

and a sharp feature at ∼1530 cm-1, are observed for GlyArg•H+

that are not present in the spectrum of Arg•H+. The sharp feature
at 1530 cm-1 is consistent with the strong amide NH in-plane
bend as observed for gas-phase N-methylacetamide,72 which
serves as a model for the carbonyl stretch and NH in-plane bend
of an amide group in a dipeptide. Additionally, the intense band
from 1600-1700 cm-1 in the spectrum of GlyArg•H+ is
somewhat broader than its counterpart for Arg•H+, consistent
with the added intensity of an amide carbonyl stretch in this
region for GlyArg•H+. These results indicate that GlyArg•H+

is protonated on the arginine side chain, and the C- and
N-termini are formally neutral.

The spectra of ArgGly•H+ and GlyArg•H+ are very similar,
suggesting that the major spectroscopic features identified above
for GlyArg•H+ depend little on the order of the residues in the
dipeptide. Both an endo in-plane hydroxyl bend and a carboxylic
acid carbonyl stretch, diagnostic of a nonzwitterionic structure,
are clearly present in the spectrum of ArgGly•H+, although the
carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch is relatively weak compared
to that in the spectrum of GlyArg•H+. This difference may be
due to a low-energy structure of ArgGly•H+ that differs from
the ground state primarily in the chemical environment of the
carbonyl, e.g., an exo versus endo hydroxyl orientation for the
carboxylic acid group. Absorption of a few photons could
populate this transient structure, shifting the carbonyl stretch
mode out of resonance with the laser and leading to a lower
photodissociation yield at this frequency.

The spectra of GlyArg•M+, for M ) Li, Na, and Cs, differ
significantly from that of GlyArg•H+ in that they contain neither
a strong hydroxyl band near 1150 cm-1 (or, indeed, any strong
bands below 1300 cm-1) nor a carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch

(72) FT-IR spectrum obtained from NIST Webbook URL: http://web-
book.nist.gov/chemistry/

Figure 1. IRMPD spectra of protonated and alkali metal-cationized GlyArg and ArgGly. The dotted trace in the spectrum of ArgGly•Cs+ is the relative
IRMPD yield obtained with 3 dB attenuation of the laser.

Table 1. Precursor and Major Product Ion m/z Ratios and Ion
Identifications where Possiblea

complex studied product ion m/z assignment

ArgGly•H+ 157 loss of glycine
(m/z 232) 172 loss of 60 Dab

215 -NH3

ArgGly•Li+ 178 loss of 60 Dab

(m/z 238) 220 -H2O
ArgGly•Na+ 179 loss of glycine
(m/z 254) 194 loss of 60 Dab

236 -H2O
ArgGly•K+ 39/41 K+

(m/z 270)
ArgGly•Cs+ 133 Cs+

(m/z 364)
GlyArg•H+ 157 loss of glycine
(m/z 232) 158 loss of 74 Dab

172 loss of 60 Dab

214 -H2O
215 -NH3

GlyArg•Li+ 178 loss of 60 Dab

(m/z 238) 220 -H2O
GlyArg•Na+ 194 loss of 60 Dab

(m/z 254) 236 -H2O
GlyArg•Cs+ 133 Cs+

(m/z 364)

a Major product ions constitute at least 15% of the observed product
ion population for a given complex. b Fragmentation products
corresponding to the loss of 60 and 74 Da have been reported in
collisionally induced dissociation mass spectra for cationized GlyArg
and ArgGly and are discussed elsewhere.78
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above 1700 cm-1. Instead, much more relative photodissociation
is observed for M ) Li, Na, and Cs near 1600 cm-1 and from
1300-1400 cm-1. The strong similarity of the spectra of the
lithiated, sodiated, and cesiated forms of GlyArg suggests that
these three complexes adopt nearly the same structure. The clear
absence of carboxylic acid carbonyl stretches and hydroxyl in-
plane bends as observed for GlyArg•H+ indicates that
GlyArg•M+, M ) Li, Na, and Cs, form SB structures.
Carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch bands have not been observed
below 1700 cm-1 in IRMPD spectra of other alkali metal-
cationized amino acids or dipeptides. The carboxylate asym-
metric stretching mode in metal-cationized amino acids and
peptides falls below 1700 cm-1 and presumably contributes to
the relatively intense photodissociation near 1600 cm-1.

The spectra of lithiated and sodiated ArgGly contain a strong
band in the same region as that of the endo hydroxyl in-plane
bend of ArgGly•H+ as well as a sharp, diagnostic carboxylic
acid carbonyl stretch peak at 1740 and 1748 cm-1 respectively
for Li and Na. These results indicate the presence of CS forms
of both ArgGly•Li+ and ArgGly•Na+. The carboxylic acid
carbonyl band for these two species is noticeably red-shifted
from that of protonated ArgGly and is consistent with significant
solvation of the metal ion by the carboxylic acid group, which
should reduce the effective bond order of the carbonyl bond,
thereby lowering the frequency of the associated carbonyl
stretch. The charge density of the lithium cation is greater than
that of the sodium cation, resulting in greater charge transfer to
the solvating carboxylic acid carbonyl and a corresponding
greater shift in this band position for the lithiated species. A
shoulder band at ∼1780 cm-1 is also present in the spectrum
of ArgGly•Li+, suggesting the presence of a small population
of conformers in which the carboxylic acid carbonyl does not
solvate the charge and therefore has a stretching mode that is
not significantly red-shifted. The spectra of both lithiated and
sodiated ArgGly contain a much stronger amide NH in-plane
bend feature than is observed for ArgGly•H+, as well as strong
bands at ∼1200 and ∼1380 cm-1, neither of which is present
in the spectrum of ArgGly•H+. These two new bands can be
attributed to the symmetric and asymmetric coupling of two
NH bending modes associated with a neutral guanidino group
(vide infra).

The IRMPD spectra of ArgGly•K+ and ArgGly•Cs+ are
strikingly similar to each other but differ significantly from those
of ArgGly•H+ and ArgGly•Li+. The absence of strong bands
for both a hydroxyl in-plane bend and a carboxylic acid carbonyl
stretch indicate that potassiated and cesiated ArgGly form SB
structures, consistent with increased intensity around 1650 cm-1

compared to ArgGly•Li+ attributable to a carboxylate asym-
metric stretch. Weak, broad photodissociation between 1100 and
1200 cm-1 is evident in the spectra of ArgGly•K+ and
ArgGly•Cs+ but is attributable to many overlapping CH2

bending modes as well as CC and CN stretching modes. Such
a weak, broad feature is visible as a tail to the blue of the OH
in-plane bend in the spectrum of ArgGly•H+ and is likely buried
beneath the much stronger features in the spectra of ArgGly•Li+

and ArgGly•Na+ in this region.
The features below 1300 and above 1700 cm-1 in the

spectrum of ArgGly•Na+ are relatively less intense than for
ArgGly•Li+, and the remaining bands correspond very well to
the only intense features in the spectra of ArgGly•K+ and
ArgGly•Cs+ over the region measured. Because the lesser degree
of charge transfer to the carboxylic acid group from Na+ as
compared to Li+ in an otherwise identical structure would be

expected to result in an increased relative intensity of the
hydroxyl in-plane bend and carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch, it
seems likely that a significant population of a second conforma-
tion of ArgGly•Na+ must be present to explain the appearance
of the spectrum. This second ion population is likely similar to
the SB form of ArgGly•K+ and ArgGly•Cs+. A crude decon-
volution of the ArgGly•Na+ experimental spectrum (Figure 2),
obtained as a linear combination of the experimental spectra of
ArgGly•Li+ (representing a CS complex of ArgGly•M+) and
ArgGly•K+ (representing a SB complex of ArgGly•M+),
normalized to their highest peak intensities, indicates that the
ArgGly•Na+ spectrum may possibly represent as much as a
∼40-60% population of SB conformers, as a very rough
approximation. Because of different fragmentation efficiencies,
the potential for interconversion between different structures,
and other factors, it must be emphasized that such a deconvo-
lution is only an approximation of the relative population of
both structures. Interestingly, Arg•Na+ was previously assigned
to a roughly 90:10 mixture of structures similar to those
identified for Arg•K+ and Arg•Li+,22 suggesting that the addition
of a C-terminal glycyl group lessens the degree of preferential
stabilization of the SB form of ArgGly•M+ over the CS form
compared to Arg•M+. Thus, despite the greater flexibility of
ArgGly compared to Arg, which could potentially facilitate the
formation of SB structures as appears to be the case for GlyArg,
the strongly charge-solvating amide carbonyl group27,28,51

competitively stabilizes the CS form of ArgGly.
Dissociation by Loss of Small Neutral Molecules. Fast heating

of ions using UV radiation or slow heating by multiple
consecutive collisions with gas-phase molecules or by multiple
absorptions of infrared photons often leads to the loss of small
molecules, such as H2O or NH3, from protonated or metal-
cationized amino acids or peptides. Loss of such molecules has
often been used to infer information about ionic structures. For
example, loss of CO2 upon activation of protonated peptides
by 157 nm photodissociation was used to infer the presence or
absence of the SB form for peptides.73 In our IRMPD experi-
ments, loss of H2O but not NH3 is observed for ArgGly•M+

and GlyArg•M+, M ) Li and Na (Table 1). GlyArg•M+, M )
Li and Na, form SB structures, whereas ArgGly•Li+ is a CS
structure and ArgGly•Na+ is a mixture of both forms. Thus,
there is no direct relationship between the loss of a water
molecule and whether the SB or CS form of these ions is more
stable. Loss of H2O from the SB form of GlyArg•M+, M ) Li
and Na, requires that a proton and a hydrogen atom be
transferred to the carboxylate group prior to dissociation. These
results strongly indicate that the CS form is an intermediate in
the dissociation pathway for loss of H2O from these two
complexes, even though it is not populated in the ground state.

(73) Kjeldsen, F.; Silivra, O. A.; Zubarev, R. A. Chem.sEur. J. 2006, 12,
7920–7928.

Figure 2. Deconvolution of the IRMPD spectrum of ArgGly•Na+ using a
40:60 ratio of the IRMPD spectra of ArgGly•Li+/ArgGly•K+, normalized
to their highest IRMPD yield.
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Similar results were obtained for Arg•M+, where the ratio of
H2O loss to NH3 loss changes as a function of metal cation
size; H2O loss occurs exclusively for M ) Li, whereas NH3

loss but not H2O loss occurs for M ) Rb and Cs.21,22,33 This
change in dissociation pathway with increasing cation size
follows the trend in SB stability, but for Arg•Na+, the SB form
is more stable, despite the predominant loss of H2O observed
in both collisional activation experiments and IRMPD spec-
troscopy experiments in both the 800-1900 cm-1 and 2600-3800
cm-1 regions, indicating a CS form intermediate in both the
collisional dissociation and IRMPD pathways.

Absorption of multiple photons is required to observe
dissociation under the conditions of the experiments reported
here, and precursor ions are irradiated by multiple macropulses
from FELIX for 2-4 s. Thus, ion heating and dissociation can
occur either within a single macropulse or more slowly over
several macropulses in these experiments. An important question
is the effect of slow heating on the observed IRMPD spectra,
that is, whether these spectra reflect the ground-state structures
of a thermal population of ions at the start of the experiment or
whether higher-energy structures populated upon laser heating
contribute. Because no absorption by the carboxylic acid
carbonyl stretch is observed for SB structures of GlyArg•M+,
M ) Li and Na, despite loss of H2O, the higher energy CS
intermediate does not contribute to the observed spectra.
Previous studies have shown that band positions and intensities
in IRMPD spectra can be quite similar to those of IR absorption
spectra.74 Although attendant uncertainties exist in comparing
IRMPD spectra of a species with its linear IR absorption
spectrum, the kinetic bottleneck in the IRMPD process is
believed in most cases to be the absorption of the first few
photons, so IRMPD spectra should often reflect the absorption

spectra of the precursor species.75 The IRMPD spectra of these
dipeptide complexes support photon absorption from the ground-
state as being the rate-limiting step in dissociation and hence
reflect the ground-state conformations. Less fidelity of the
IRMPD spectrum to the absorption spectrum may potentially
occur when minor rearrangement to transiently stable structures
can occur early in the IRMPD process and shift vibrational
modes significantly out of resonance with those of the ground
state, as may be the case for the carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch
of ArgGly•H+.

Calculated Energies. Because many different combinations
are possible for the conformations of the peptide bond, N- and
C-terminus, and arginine side chain, the conformational space
for the monocationized dipeptides is very large and contains
many local minima. Low-energy conformers with similar
structures are grouped into structural families to simplify the
identification of energetically competitive structure types that
might contribute to the experimental spectra. The lowest-energy
CS and SB structure families for each dipeptide complex, along
with relative Gibbs free energies at 0 and 298 K, are shown in
Figure 3. RG and GR designate ArgGly or GlyArg, respectively;
M ) H, Li, Na, K, or Cs; and CSn or SBn indicates “charge-
solvated” or “salt bridge”, where n identifies the particular
structural family. An asterisk indicates that the structure differs
slightly from other structures with a similar alphanumeric
designation.

A plot of the difference in Gibbs free energy at 0 and 298 K
between the lowest-energy calculated CS and SB structures for
each complex, ∆GSB-CS, as a function of metal ionic radius76

(Table 2) is shown in Figure 4. The difference in ∆GSB-CS

between ArgGly and GlyArg complexes of the same metal
cation is greatest for lithium, where this value is ∼20 kJ/mol,

(74) Oomens, J.; van Roij, A. J. A.; Meijer, G.; von Helden, G. Astrophys.
J. 2000, 542, 404–410.

(75) Oomens, J.; Sartakov, B. G.; Meijer, G.; von Helden, G. Int. J. Mass
Spectrom. 2006, 254, 1–19.

Figure 3. Low-energy structures and relative Gibbs free energies (kJ/mol) at 0/298 K for GlyArg•M+ and ArgGly•M+. Stuctures for M ) Na are shown
except for GRM-CS4, RGM-CS1*, and RGM-SB1, for which the protonated structure is shown, and GRM-CS3 and RGM-SB3, for which M ) Cs is shown.
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and is smallest for cesium (e3 kJ/mol), indicating that relative
stabilization of the SB form of these complexes over the CS
form depends increasingly less on the order of the peptide
residues with increasing metal ion size.

The B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) energies are consistent with the
assignments of the complexes as CS or SB structures based on
the IRMPD spectra. For ArgGly•Na+, the lowest-energy CS
structure is only 4 kJ/mol higher in Gibbs free energy at 298 K
than the lowest-energy SB structure, so a significant proportion
of CS structures would be expected in a Boltzmann population
of ArgGly•Na+ ions at room temperature.

Low-Energy CS Structures. The metal ion in the lowest-
energy CS structures (CS1) for both dipeptides with Li, Na,
and K is tricoordinate to the peptide carbonyl oxygen, carboxylic
acid carbonyl oxygen, and side chain imine η-nitrogen. In these
structures, the C-terminal carboxylic acid is in its endo orienta-
tion, and the hydroxyl group does not participate in solvating
the charge, as reported for potassiated PheAla and AlaPhe.51

In general, a C-terminal hydroxyl group in an exo conformation
is approximately 25 kJ/mol higher in energy for these com-
plexes, in agreement with calculations for other cationized amino
acid and peptide complexes.19,20,51 The lone pair of the
N-terminal nitrogen is oriented toward the amide NH group and
participates in a weak hydrogen bond. This metal ion binding
motif is analogous to that calculated previously for lithiated
arginine,22 except that coordination of the metal cation with the
N-terminal nitrogen of arginine is substituted with coordination
to the amide carbonyl of the dipeptide. The steric constraints
of the peptide backbone render simultaneous coordination to
both of these groups unfavorable, thereby making tetracoordi-
nation of the metal cation, reported to be lowest energy for
singly hydrated metal-monocationized arginine,23 unfavorable.
Charge-solvation by the amide carbonyl oxygen atom is more
effective than solvation by amine groups and carboxylic acid
carbonyl oxygens.27,28,51 Slightly different lowest-energy CS
structures were found for ArgGly•Cs+ and GlyArg•Cs+; a
discussion of these and the lowest-energy protonated structures
can be found in the Supporting Information.

Low-Energy Calculated SB Structures. All candidate SB
structures identified for GlyArg•H+ underwent proton transfer
to give formally neutral N- and C-termini upon geometry
optimization. In contrast, a stable SB structure, RGH-SB1, with
a cis-amide bond was found for ArgGly•H+, but this structure
is very high in energy (91 kJ/mol above RGH-CS1). The lowest-

energy SB structures (SB2) for all of the alkali metal-cationized
peptides are remarkably similar to each other in how they
coordinate to the metal cation, but the order of the peptide
residues induces a geometric constraint that has important
energetic consequences. In the SB2 structures, the amide bond
is in a trans conformation, and the metal ion is coordinated to
the amide carbonyl oxygen and one carboxylate oxygen. For
ArgGly•M+, the angle subtended by the formal charge carriers
(the metal cation, the carboxylate carbon, and the central carbon
of the guanidinium group) increases with metal ion size from
100° for Li to 112° for Cs. For GlyArg•M+, this angle is much
larger and decreases with metal ion size from 173° for Li to
155° for Cs. Because the calculated lowest-energy CS structures
for alkali metal-cationized ArgGly and GlyArg are similar, the
greater relative stabilization of the lowest-energy SB structures
for GlyArg versus ArgGly can be attributed primarily to the
more favorable linear orientation of charge sites in the GlyArg
SB complexes. The decreased dependence of ∆GSB-CS on
peptide residue order with increasing metal cation size (vide
supra) follows the convergence of the charge-site angle as a
function of metal cation size, further underlining the importance
of charge-site geometry on the stability of SB forms of these
complexes. Further discussion of low-energy SB structures can
be found in the Supporting Information.

General Spectral Features. On the basis of an analysis of
the calculated spectra of the low-energy conformers identified
for each complex, the spectral regions in which various group
frequencies are expected to occur can be established (Figure
5). It should be noted that the carboxylate asymmetric stretch,
which couples strongly to protonated arginine side chain NH
bending modes between 1580 and 1640 cm-1 in these calcula-
tions, is not expected to be easily identifiable as a single peak.
Although SB or CS structures can be readily identified directly
from the IRMPD spectra, comparisons between the measured
spectra of these complexes and computed spectra provide more
detailed structural information about the complexes. For each
of the protonated and alkali metal-cationized complexes inves-
tigated, several low-energy structural families within 50 kJ/mol
Gibbs free energy of the global minimum structure were
identified. The most salient features in comparing experiment
to theory are discussed below; all calculated structures, energies,
and spectra are provided in the Supporting Information.

GlyArg•H+ and ArgGly•H+. Figure 6 shows the experimental
spectrum of GlyArg•H+ along with three of the lowest-energy
structures for this complex and their calculated spectra. The
global minimum-energy structure, GRH-CS4, is a good fit to

(76) Shannon, R. D.; Prewitt, C. T. Acta Crystallogr. B 1969, 25, 925–
946.

Figure 4. ∆GSB-CS for the lowest-energy SB and CS conformers of
GlyArg•M+ and ArgGly•M+ at 0/298 K as a function of effective metal
ionic radius. ∆GSB-CS was not calculated for GlyArg•H+ because no stable
low-energy SB structure was identified for this complex. Effective M+ ionic
radii are from ref 76.

Figure 5. Expected regions of IR absorption for various conformations of
strongly IR-active functional groups in GlyArg•M+ and ArgGly•M+ based
on low-energy structures and frequencies calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31+G(d,p)/CRENBL level of theory. All frequencies have been scaled by
0.975, which provides a reasonable fit to experimental data for these and
similar complexes.
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the experimental spectrum. Notably, the band predicted between
1300 and 1400 cm-1 corresponds well to the experimental band
in the same region and is attributable primarily to a CH bending
mode of the arginyl R-carbon (coupled to the carboxylic acid
OH in-plane bend) and the CH2 wag of the glycyl residue. The
spectrum of structure GRH-CS6 is nearly identical to that of
GRH-CS4, so both structures may contribute to the measured
IRMPD spectrum. In contrast, the spectrum of structure GRH-
CS7 has no band at ∼1150 cm-1, and the charge-solvating
carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch lies far to the red (1719 cm-1)
of the experimental carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch at 1779
cm-1. It is therefore unlikely that GRH-CS7 contributes
significantly to the measured IRMPD spectrum.

The calculated spectrum of the global minimum-energy
structure RGH-CS1* for ArgGly•H+ fits the experimental
spectrum quite well (Figure 6), differing primarily in the
predicted intensity of the carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch.
Another low-energy structure, RGH-CS6*, is similar to GRH-
CS6, except that the sites on the arginine side chain to which
the N-terminal nitrogen and amide carbonyl oxygen are
hydrogen-bonded are reversed. The calculated spectrum of this
structure is also a reasonable spectroscopic fit to experiment,
albeit not as good as that of RGH-CS1*. A strong peak at ∼1600
cm-1 due to N-terminal amine and η-NH2 scissoring modes is
predicted for this structure but clearly has no counterpart in the
experimental spectrum. A band at ∼1020 cm-1 due to the ε-NH
out-of-plane bend of the arginyl side chain is predicted for RGH-
CS6* but does not appear in the experimental spectrum,
although the hydrogen atom in this group participates in a strong

hydrogen bond to the N-terminus, so that the calculated band
position may not be reliable. Structures with an exo carboxylic
acid hydroxyl group, such as RGH-CS7, are predicted to have
hydroxyl in-plane bend modes far to the blue (>1250 cm-1) of
the one observed in the experimental spectrum and do not
represent a substantial fraction of the experimental ion popula-
tion. The calculated spectrum of RGH-SB1 is a very poor
spectroscopic match to the experimental spectrum, and this
structure likely does not contribute significantly to the measured
IRMPD spectrum.

GlyArg•M+. The spectra of GlyArg•M+, M ) Li, K, and Cs,
are very similar to each other, although there are some subtle
differences. Spectra for the three lowest-energy SB structures
and the lowest-energy CS structure for M ) Li and Cs are
shown in Figure 7. Data for M ) Na are very similar to those
for Li (Supporting Information). The three strong bands
calculated for GRLi-CS1 at 1160 cm-1 (OH in-plane bend),
1214 cm-1 (imine η-NH in-plane bend), and 1746 cm-1

(carboxylic acid CO stretch) are clearly absent in the experi-
mental spectra, indicating that this structure does not contribute
significantly to the IRMPD spectrum of GlyArg•Li+ (or
GlyArg•Na+). The lowest-energy cesiated CS conformer, GRCs-
CS3, can also be eliminated based on the intense calculated
carboxylic acid carbonyl (1734 cm-1) and OH in-plane bend
(∼1140 cm-1) that do not appear in the experimental spectrum.

The calculated band positions for the spectrum of the lowest-
energy lithiated SB structure, GRLi-SB2, are a close match to
the experimental spectrum, although the calculated relative
intensities are different from those observed. In addition to the

Figure 6. IRMPD spectra and low-energy structures and calculated spectra of GlyArg•H+ and ArgGly•H+. Relative Gibbs free energies (kJ/mol) are
reported at 0/298 K.
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already identified trans-amide NH in-plane bend at ∼1540 cm-1

in the experimental spectrum, the calculated spectrum exhibits
several dominant features close to major peaks in the experi-
mental spectrum that aid in their identification. A carboxylate
symmetric stretch is calculated to appear at ∼1390 cm-1, in
good agreement with the experimental bands in this region, and
two closely spaced bands from the carboxylate asymmetric
stretch coupled with η-NH2 scissoring motions calculated at
∼1620 and ∼1630 cm-1 match well the experimental bands
from 1610-1630 cm-1. A strong amide carbonyl stretch at
∼1655 cm-1 and a weaker ε-NH in-plane bend at ∼1710 cm-1

are predicted for GRLi-SB2 and are in satisfactory agreement
with the observed intensity between 1650 and 1700 cm-1 that
peaks near 1670 cm-1 for both complexes. Thus, SB2 is likely
the dominant structure contributing to the experimental spectra
of GlyArg•Li+ and GlyArg•Na+.

Interestingly, the imine ε-NH in-plane bend is predicted to
be a weak band above 1700 cm-1 in the spectra of GRM-SB2,
M ) Li, Na, and Cs, whereas virtually no photodissociation
occurs in this spectral region. The strong, ionic hydrogen bond
shared between this imine NH and the carboxylate group may
result in significant anharmonicity in this mode, which is not
accounted for by the double harmonic approximation used in
these calculations. A similar discrepancy is present for the
spectra of structures GRM-SB4, which otherwise match experi-
ment quite well and may contribute to the ion population. It is
possible that other structures not identified in the conformational
search contribute to the experimental spectra. The higher-energy

SB structures GRM-SB5, in which a cis-amide group is present
and the N-terminal nitrogen coordinates the metal cation instead
of the amide carbonyl, have no bands near ∼1540 cm-1, where
a strong band is observed in the experimental spectra. GRM-
SB5 is therefore unlikely to form a significant portion of the
experimental ion population for any of the metal cations studied.

ArgGly•M+. The experimental spectra of ArgGly•M+, M )
Li, Na, K, and Cs, clearly indicate a change from a CS structure
to a SB structure with increasing metal ion size. The spectrum
of the lowest-energy structure of ArgGly•Li+, RGLi-CS1, is a
good fit to the experimental spectrum (Figure 8). The arginine
R-CH bending mode at ∼1315 cm-1 calculated for these
structures is not observed as a distinct peak in the experimental
spectra, but photodissociation does occur in this region. In the
sodiated complex, the carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch is red-
shifted by 8 and 6 cm-1 in the measured and calculated CS1
structures, respectively. Sharp bands are calculated near 1200
and 1400 cm-1 for the symmetric and asymmetric coupling of
the ε-NH and imine η-NH in-plane bending modes of the arginyl
side chain, and these correspond well in position and intensity
to the experimental peaks in these regions for both ArgGly•Li+

and ArgGly•Na+. Only one band is predicted in the 1150-1200
cm-1 region for the similar RGLi-CS2 structure, and no peaks
are predicted between 1550 and 1600 cm-1, indicating that the
CS2 structure does not contribute significantly to the measured
spectra of ArgGly•Li+ and ArgGly•Na+. The carbonyl stretch
of the exo carboxylic acid group in structure RGLi-CS5 is
calculated to appear at 1766 cm-1, much closer to the small

Figure 7. IRMPD spectra and low-energy structures and calculated spectra of GlyArg•Li+ and GlyArg•Cs+. Relative Gibbs free energies (kJ/mol) are
reported at 0/298 K.
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peak at 1779 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum than the
predicted 1737 cm-1 peak for the CS1 structure. Thus, structures
with an exo carboxylic acid group may be present.

The spectrum of the lowest-energy SB structure calculated
for ArgGly•Li+, RGLi-SB2, which is energetically competitive
with the CS1 structure, contains bands corresponding to those
in the experimental spectrum between 1350 and 1700 cm-1.
The relative peak intensities match better for the sodiated species
(Supporting Information). Thus, it is possible that a small
population of SB2 could be present for ArgGly•Li+, and a larger
population could be present for ArgGly•Na+.

The match between the IRMPD spectra of ArgGly•K+ and
ArgGly•Cs+ and calculated spectra of their lowest-energy SB
structures (RGK-SB2 and RGCs-SB2) is much better than that
for any of the SB structures of GlyArg•M+, and these spectra
are an excellent fit to the corresponding IRMPD spectra (data
for ArgGly•K+ shown in Figure 8). The only other low-energy
structure family that matches well the experimental peaks at
∼1375 cm-1, ∼1530 cm-1, and 1550-1700 cm-1 for both
complexes is SB5, which is structurally very similar to SB2
and may also contribute to the experimental spectra. The
calculated spectrum of the much higher-energy SB structure
RGCs-SB3 for ArgGly•Cs+ (Supporting Information), is a
reasonable fit to experiment, although the relative intensity
observed between 1550 and 1650 cm-1 in the IRMPD spectrum
is predicted better by structures SB2 and SB5.

Effects of Gas-Phase Proton Affinity and Basicity. The
basicity of an amino acid can influence the relative energies of

its CS and SB forms, but this relationship for amino acids with
side chain heteroatoms can be indirect.16-23 To determine
whether the intrinsic basicity of these two dipeptides is a factor
in the relative stabilization of the SB form, the gas-phase proton
affinities and basicities of these two dipeptides were calculated
using several levels of theory (Table 3). The lowest-energy
forms of neutral ArgGly and GlyArg are nonzwitterionic in their
ground state at 0 and 298 K (Figure 9). The structure of GlyArg
is similar to that of GlyArg•H+. For ArgGly, two structures are
essentially isoenergetic with the global minimum structure,
including a zwitterionic structure that resembles the lowest-
energy form RGH-CS1 of ArgGly•H+.

The gas-phase proton affinity and basicity of ArgGly are
consistently higher than those of GlyArg for all three levels of
theory by >10 kJ/mol and 2-6 kJ/mol, respectively. In contrast,

Figure 8. IRMPD spectra and low-energy structures and calculated spectra of ArgGly•Li+ and ArgGly•K+. Relative Gibbs free energies (kJ/mol) are
reported at 0/298 K.

Table 2. Gibbs Free Energy Differences in kJ/mol between the
Lowest Energy SB and CS forms of GlyArg•M+ and ArgGly•M+, M
) H, Li, Na, K, and Cs, at 0 K/298 K, Obtained from B3LYP/
6-31+G(d,p)/CRENBL Calculations; Positive ∆GSB-CS Values
Indicate that the Lowest-Energy CS Form is More Stable than the
Lowest-Energy SB Form

M GlyArg•M+ ∆GSB-CS ArgGly•M+ ∆GSB-CS

H --/--a +86/+91
Li -14/-18 +6/+5
Na -22/-22 -8/-4
K -28/-32 -29/-24
Cs -37/-37 -38/-34

a ∆GSB-CS was not calculated for GlyArg•H+ because no stable
low-energy SB structure was identified for this complex.
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experimental results for ValXxx and XxxVal, indicate that the
gas-phase basicity is often slightly higher when the more basic
residue is C-terminal.77 Results from the IRMPD spectroscopy
experiments clearly indicate that alkali metal-cationized GlyArg
has a greater tendency to adopt an SB structure than does
ArgGly. Thus, the calculated proton affinity and basicity values
are weakly anti-correlated to stabilization of the SB complexes.
This indicates that, instead of dipeptide basicity, the dominant
factor in the greater stability of GlyArg•M+ SB complexes over
those of ArgGly•M+ is the ability of the GlyArg•M+ SB
complexes to adopt a more electrostatically favorable quasi-
linear arrangement of formal charge sites than is possible for
ArgGly•M+ SB complexes.

Conclusions

Results from IRMPD spectroscopy clearly show that the
sequence of the dipeptides containing Arg and Gly is important
in the relative stabilities of the CS and SB forms when cationized
by an alkali metal ion. ArgGly•Li+ forms a CS structure,
whereas ArgGly•M+, M ) K and Cs, and GlyArg•M+, M )
Li, Na, and Cs, form SB structures. For ArgGly•Na+, a roughly
equal mixture of CS and SB structures is present. On the basis
of these results, GlyArg•M+, M ) K and Rb, and ArgGly•Rb+

are expected to adopt SB structures. By comparison to previous
results for Arg•M+, GlyArg•M+ has a greater propensity to form
SB structures, whereas that for ArgGly•M+ is slightly lower.
The difference in SB stabilities between these two dipeptides
can be directly related to a conformational effect where
GlyArg•M+ can adopt a more linear arrangement of formal
charge sites in the SB form. ArgGly is calculated to be slightly
more basic than GlyArg, indicating that the intrinsic basicity
of the peptide does not influence the stability of the SB form.
These results suggest that SB structures should be common in
larger protonated and metal-cationized peptides containing
arginine, which are able to fold to form an optimal, quasi-linear
arrangement of formal charge sites that favors the SB form.
Additional studies on larger arginine-containing peptides will
be useful for determining the role of the amide carbonyl oxygen
atoms in competitively stabilizing the CS form. Results from
computational chemistry of different structures show spectral
regions where characteristic frequencies occur and should be
useful for deducing structural information from the IRMPD
spectra of much larger peptides where detailed comparisons to
calculated spectra will be more difficult.

For several of the complexes that adopt SB structures, loss
of a neutral water molecule is observed upon IRMPD. Loss of
a water molecule from these ions must come about from a
rearrangement involving a CS intermediate. The absence of a
carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch in these spectra clearly indicates
that the CS intermediate does not contribute to the IRMPD
spectra. This shows that these spectra reflect the ground-state
structures of these ions despite the multiple photon absorption
required to observe fragmentation. These results also demon-
strate that structural information about stable SB or CS structures
inferred solely from observations of the loss of small neutral
molecules can be misleading.
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Table 3. Gas-Phase Proton Affinities (PA298) and Basicities (GB298)
in kJ/mol at 298 K Calculated for GlyArg and ArgGly; Enthalpy and
Entropy Corrections to the Electronic Energies Were Obtained
from B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) Frequency Calculations for all Levels of
Theory

level of theory/basis set PA298 GB298

GlyArg B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 1052 1029
B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) 1049 1027
RI-LMP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)/aug-cc-PVTZ 1037 1014

ArgGly B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) 1067 1036
B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) 1066 1033
RI-LMP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)/aug-cc-PVTZ 1047 1016

Figure 9. Lowest-energy structures and relative Gibbs free energies (kJ/
mol) at 0/298 K calculated for GlyArg and ArgGly, using electronic energies
calculated at the B3LYP and RI-LMP2 levels of theory using the
6-31+G(d,p) (“small”) and 6-311++G(2d,2p) (“large”) basis sets. aug-cc-
PVTZ was the auxiliary basis for the RI-LMP2 calculations, and entropy
and enthalpy corrections for all calculations were obtained from B3LYP/
6-31+G(d,p) frequency calculations.
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